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Topbox MICROMARKET units automates your sales and allows you to 

take your products wherever you want. Your shop can be open every 

day of the year and you can serve your customers in a new way 

around the clock – without any sales staff at all.

MICROMARKET allows you to start a new business or expand your 

existing business easily and profitably without any start-up costs.

MICROMARKET is developed in collaboration with Stora Enso 

and Paulig.

TOPBOX MICROMARKET
– SELL YOUR PRODUCTS 24/7



The Topbox quality criteria guarantees that the Topbox Micromarket has 

a long service life. The unit is practically maintenance-free for the user, as it 

is possible to programme all services online, without the need to physically 

see the unit. The Micromarket unit can also be moved easily and quickly, 

either using a pallet truck or as detachable modules.

Micromarket is made from standard components, which means that 

each part can be replaced as needed. Homogeneous component 

production also guarantees efficient production scaling, which is in line with 

circular economy principles and minimised carbon footprint.

MICROMARKET 
AS A PRODUCT



The Micromarket concept combines a service based on 

RFID technology with an excellent customer experience.

RFID tags and technology embedded in the products help minimise 

product waste and ensure that the unit is replenished in real time.

An excellent customer experience and attractive communications 

takes sales to a new level. The unit's attention value is increased by 

whispering sound showers, colourful displays and scents, which

appeal to the customers’ senses and encourages them to experiment and 

buy something new and surprising. These elements makes sure that 

every approaching customer notices the Topbox Micromarket unit.

THE RESULT: EXCELLENT 
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE



QUADRUPLE MICROMARKET SALES 
THROUGH SENSORY STIMULATION



SHARPEN THE SENSES
Consumers create a perception of customer 

experience through their senses.

The sense of sight accounts for almost 25% of this perception, 

but the combined effect of the senses of hearing and smell can be up to 50%.

Sensory stimulation plays a significant role in strengthening Topbox 

Micromarket sales and profitability. The unit's appearance and lighting as 

well as its changing advertising surfaces attract the customers' attention.

The diffuser and sound shower stimulate the consumer's other 

senses. The seamless connection between the different technologies, 

multiplies sales while giving customers the impression of a quality transaction.



The pilot unit of the Micromarket concept will be opened in Helsinki in 

early 2022. The unit's virtual employee will be Satu Tuomisto, who will 

use the screen to guide passers-by to try out the new sales concept. 

Satu will also whisper offers to passers-by and encourage them to try 

the new unmanned shop.

All functions will be programmed remotely before the unit is opened. 

The launch campaign will also be monitored and optimised according 

to what people buy, the time of the day and different seasons.

VIRTUAL AND PERSONAL



Micromarket contains one or more Selfly cabinets. 

One Selfly cabinet can contain about 200 products.

Increasing the number of Selfly cabinets makes it possible for one 

Micromarket to sell thousands of products. Real-time online monitoring 

of sales also makes it easier to determine the need and schedule for 

replenishing the unit. 

Active and proactive sales monitoring also ensures that Micromarket

stays attractive and products are available even during demand peaks. 

REAL-TIME 
MONITORING OF SALES



The Selfly encoding station included in the Micromarket concept is 

located in the place where the products are packaged and RFID 

tags are encoded and attached to the packaging.

The Topbox Micromarket Selfly cabinet is filled with products, and 

the unit automatically adds them to the stock. This makes filling 

Micromarket units easy and efficient, as the number of products in 

stock is automatically accurate and can be viewed in real time.

Using RFID tags also prevents thefts and makes it easier to monitor 

how long products stay in stock.

TAG ENCODING



The e-commerce portal provides the user with real-time sales 

reports, product management and several other business-

enhancing features. 

The e-commerce portal is a secure, Microsoft Azure cloud service 

from which data can be easily transferred to an Excel spreadsheet 

or the customer's back-end system via an API gateway.

THE SELFLY E-COMMERCE 
PORTAL



Topbox Micromarket allows you to set up a new kind of 

efficient sales point anywhere you want.

Breakfast in a hardware shop for busy builders when they come in 

for supplies, lunch in a shopping centre corridor, breakfast or 

snacks in an office building lobby are just some of the potential 

applications. Conventional manned shops could not be profitable in 

these locations due to the challenging periods of sales and 

unevenly distributed peaks in demand.

Even a shop with a low volume of sales can become 

profitable with a Topbox Micromarket unit.

THE MARKET CHANGES, 
YOU CAN CHANGE WITH IT



MICROMARKET

MODEL S
The model S is available in two equipment versions, 
S2 and S4.

The S2 has two Selfly cabinets and a coffee point (the customer acquires the 

coffee machine), and a self-contained water system with fresh and grey water tanks 
embedded in the cabinet. The S4 comes with four Selfly cabinets. Both units have 
lighting, sound showers, a diffuser and screens at the unit ends and on the divider 

glass as standard. A coffee machine is available as an accessory for the units, 
and a 6-m2 screen can be added to the back of the unit, which is a great 
accessory in locations such as the central corridor of a shopping centre. The basic 

model has an upholstered wooden panel background. Topbox Micromarket 
provides privacy for users with a divider (standard on the model S)

S2 – lease EUR 1 261/month plus a five-year lease agreement EUR 659/month.
S4 – lease EUR 1 806/month plus a five-year lease agreement EUR 896/month.



MICROMARKET

MODEL M
This solution is suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor use. 

The unit has a ventilation unit and lighting both inside and outside. 
The long sides of the model M are made of glass, as is the door, which 
is located to the front. Standard features include screens on three sides, 
a diffuser and sound showers. The diffuser and sound showers can 
be directed either inside or outside the unit.

The unit comes with four Selfly cabinets and a coffee point 
(the customer acquires the coffee machine).

Lease EUR 2 639/month
plus a five-year lease agreement EUR 1 330/month.



This solution is suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor use. 

The unit has a ventilation unit and lighting both inside and outside. 
The long sides of the model L are made of glass, as is the door, which 
is located to the front. Standard features include screens on three 
sides, a diffuser and sound showers. The diffuser and sound showers 
can be directed either inside or outside the unit.

A coffee machine is available as an accessory, and a 6-m2

screen can be added to the back of the unit.

The unit comes with eight Selfly cabinets. 

Lease EUR 3 950/month
plus a five-year lease agreement EUR 1 959/month. 

MICROMARKET

MODEL L



MICROMARKET

MODEL XL SLIM
This solution is suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor use. 

The unit has a ventilation unit and lighting both inside and outside. 
The long sides of the model XL Slim are made of glass, as is the door, 
which is located to the front. Standard features include screens on 
three sides, a diffuser and sound showers. The diffuser and sound 
showers can be directed either inside or outside the unit.

A coffee machine is available as an accessory, and a 6-m2

screen can be added to the back of the unit.

The unit comes with eight Selfly cabinets. 

Lease EUR 7 350/month
plus a five-year lease agreement EUR 3 626/month.



MICROMARKET

MODEL XL DEEP
This solution is suitable for both 
indoor and outdoor use. 

The unit has a ventilation unit and lighting both inside and 
outside. The long sides of the model XL Deep are made of 
glass, as is the door, which is located to the front. Standard 
features include screens on three sides, a diffuser and sound 
showers. The diffuser and sound showers can be directed 
either inside or outside the unit.

A coffee machine is available as an accessory, and a 6-m2

screen can be added to the back of the unit.

The unit comes with eight Selfly cabinets.

Lease EUR 8 767/month
plus a five-year lease agreement EUR 4 345/month.



THE ALL-IN-ONE UNIT  
– EASY TO INSTALL

The ready-to-install Micromarket unit includes underfloor heating, 

ventilation, lighting, data cabling and AV technology. 

All you need to launch efficient business operations 

is a power connection.

Our maintenance service analyses and updates the unit's technology 

either through the cloud service or on site, as required. 



Thank you.
sales@topboxunit.com | +358 10 517 5410
Hämeentie 11 A  |  00530 Helsinki FINLAND
www.topboxunit.com

TOPBOX SHOWROOM
Mall of Tripla, Fredikanterassi 1, 00520 Helsinki


